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Interleaved echo-planar imaging (EPI) is susceptible to significant ghosting artifacts, resulting primarily from system time delays that cause data matrix misregistration. Most EPI applications rely on “reference scans” to measure delays, and post-processing algorithms are used to correct these errors. Unfortunately, delay estimates made with most reference scan techniques are object dependent, since they are biased by magnetic field inhomogeneities and chemical shift. The current work describes the effects of field inhomogeneities and their influence on system time delay estimation. Subsequently, a new, object-independent “balanced” reference method using two readout echo trains is proposed for time delay measurements. J. Magn. Reson. Imaging 1999;9:847–852. © 1999 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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GHOSTING ARTIFACTS are a significant problem for echo-planar images. These artifacts usually result from amplitude or phase modulation of the k-space data in the phase-encoding direction (1,2). In sequences such as echo-planar imaging (EPI) and gradient and spin-echo (GRASE) (3) imaging, in which lines of k-space are acquired in two directions, incidental phase offsets from receiver electronics and filters may also cause phase shifts between echoes (4). Analog and digital filters are causal and have non-zero phase responses that manifest as k-space misregistrations (1,5). Other delays result from gradient hardware delays, demodulators, radio-frequency (RF) coils, and other sources that are patient independent. Eddy currents resulting from gradient switching can also cause echo timing misregistrations (6).

The problem of timing delays is illustrated in Fig. 1. Figure 1a is a phase image of a spin warp data matrix with a one-sample delay in the readout (k_y) direction, after Fourier transformation in the readout direction. Figure 1b is the equivalent phase image of an interleaved EPI data set, and clear phase discontinuities can be seen in the k_y direction, caused by the alternating direction of echo acquisition. Such discontinuities will cause significant ghost artifacts in the phase-encoding direction (1,2). As an example, Fig. 2 shows a four-interleave axial brain image with (a) and without (b) delay correction.

Measurement of time delays and phase offsets are often made with “reference scans” as part of the imaging protocol, and post-processing corrections are usually made to correct for these delays. In most reference scans, the phase-encoding blips are turned off, and two or more readout gradient lobes acquire echoes, after one or more RF excitations (1). Jesmanowicz et al (7) have also proposed “internal reference” lines where one additional echo without phase encoding is acquired to measure time delays. The difficulty with most reference methods is that the reference signals are phase modulated by field inhomogeneities and chemical shift. These effects can bias time delay measurement, making such estimates object dependent.

Analog filter delays can also be measured before an imaging protocol, as part of a calibration procedure (8). This calibration is object independent, but only accounts for one part of the total system delay, neglecting delays from digital filters, gradient delays, demodulators, RF coils, etc.

The following discussion begins with a mathematical description of the EPI signal used to generate an image. The first section describes the effects of field inhomogeneities, chemical shift, and hardware time delays and phase offsets. From this analysis, a new object-independent reference method that removes bias from time delay estimates is described.

THEORY

Susceptibility, chemical shift, and B_0 field inhomogeneities often have serious and complicated effects on the echo-planar signal. It is the purpose of this section to describe these effects to illustrate the proper way to measure time delays with reference or calibration scans.

Imaging Equation for Echo-planar Signal

Chemical shift and field inhomogeneities are spatially dependent off-resonance effects that can be highly
irregular and sample dependent. Field inhomogeneities and susceptibility effects can be described by changes in the static field, \( D_B(x, y) \), while chemical shift can be described by a constant offset, \( f \). An isochromat located at position \((x, y)\) will accrue phase from these off-resonance effects, affecting the \( k \)-space raw data matrix. For an interleaved EPI acquisition with \( n_i \) interleaves, \( N_y \) phase-encoding steps, and echo time shifting (ETS) \( (9) \), the total signal for the object from echoes acquired in the positive \( k_x \) direction \((1)\) or negative \( k_x \) direction \((2)\) is

\[
s(x, y) = \sum \int \rho_m(x, y) e^{j(D_B x \gamma + 2\pi f_m)/G_x} \cdot e^{j\nu G_y \gamma / (n_i G_y \gamma)} d\gamma dy (1)
\]

where \( n_i \) is the phase-encoding index \((n_i = (-N_y/2), \ldots, (N_y/2) - 1 \text{ for spin-echo EPI, and } n_i = 0, \ldots, N_y - 1 \text{ for gradient-echo EPI})\), \( \Delta k_y = \gamma G_y \gamma \) is the step size between phase-encoding lines, \( G_x \) is the magnitude of the readout gradient, \( T_{ro} \) is the time required for a complete readout trapezoid, \( \rho_m(x, y) \) is the density of protons in chemical species \( m \), having an off-resonance shift of \( f_m \), and \( k_x \) is the position in the readout direction, rastering in two directions \((\pm)\) for + echoes and − echoes.

The first exponential term in the integrand of Eq. \((1)\) reveals a distortion in the \( x \)-direction due to inhomogeneities and chemical shift. Since the distortion alternates for oppositely acquired echoes, ghosting artifacts can result from this effect in theory. In practice, however, the readout gradient is sufficiently strong to make this effect small. For example, a 100 Hz off-resonance offset with \( G_x = 2 \ G/cm \), will cause an alternating spatial shift of 0.7 mm. This is a relatively small shift of a large resonance offset, and for this reason this distortion will be ignored from here on.

The distortion term in the second exponential term, however, is substantial since the time to play a readout trapezoid \((T_{ro})\) is large, and the area under a phase-encoding blip \((n_i G_y \gamma)\) is small. Unlike sampling in the readout direction, sampling in the phase-encoding direc-

---

**Figure 1.** a: Phase roll for a spin warp data set will not cause ghosting artifacts. b: Phase rolls for echoes of an echo-planar imaging data set acquired in opposite \( k_x \) directions, after Fourier transformation in the readout direction. These discontinuities are the principal cause of ghosting artifacts in echo-planar images.

**Figure 2.** a: Corrected four-interleave echo-planar axial brain image. b: Same image, without correction for a four-sample delay.
tion is most often incremented unidirectionally. Consequently, no discontinuities arise, and no ghosting artifacts will result from this effect. Increasing the number of interleaves reduces distortion and the effects of chemical shift, as does reducing the readout trapezoid time.

System Filter Response

The raw MR signal detected by the RF receive coil must pass through several stages before the final discretized echo is stored in the raw k-space data matrix. Gradient hardware, preamplifiers, analog filters, demodulators, and digital filters are all part of this causal system that can introduce time delays to the MR signal. In standard spin-warp imaging, these distortions are of little consequence, as all ky lines are acquired in the same direction, and this phase information is not displayed in magnitude images. In EPI and GRASE sequences, data are sampled as the position in k-space rasters back and forth in the kx direction. This implies that different ky lines are acquired in opposing directions, and the “system filter response” will cause significant phase discontinuities in the phase-encoding direction, resulting in ghosting artifacts (1,2). Mathematically, the k-space signal, s(kx, nyΔkx) is convolved with the system filter response, h(kx). 

\[ s'_x(kx, nyΔkx) = s_x(kx, nyΔkx) *_{kx} h(±kx) \] (2)

where * denotes convolution in the kx direction. Fourier transformation in this direction,

\[ S'_x(x, nyΔkx) = S_x(x, nyΔkx)H(±x) \] (3)

where x ∈ (-FOV/2, FOV/2) and S_x(x, nyΔkx) is the Fourier transform of a ky line acquired in the ±kx direction. If the magnitude of the system response is even symmetric, it can be ignored, and H(±x) = e^{-jGx(x)}, where \( \psi(x) \) is the phase of the system filter response. For a system with a linear phase response, ie, a simple time delay, \( \psi(x) = -\gamma G_x(t_x + \phi) \), where t_x is the system time delay, and \( \phi \) is a constant phase offset. Upon Fourier transformation of Eq. (1),

\[ S'_x(x, nyΔkx) = e^{-jGx(t_x + \phi)} \]

\[ \cdot \int p(x, y)e^{jG_y(y)[nyΔk_y]/(NyΔk_y)}dy \] (4)

where chemical shift has been ignored. If the delay, t_x, and offset, \( \phi \), are known or can be measured, then the image data set can be corrected by multiplying Eq. (4) by \( e^{-jGx(t_x + \phi)} \) before Fourier transformation in the phase-encoding direction. Although distortion in the phase-encoding direction will still be present, ghosting artifacts resulting from system delays will have been removed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reference Scans for Scanner Delay Estimation

Reference scans are often used to measure system time delays. Eq. (4) is very useful in describing the behavior of reference scans, which are used to measure system time delays. In a reference scan, multiple lines of k-space data are acquired sequentially, with the phase-encoding blips turned off (Δk_y = 0). From Eq. (4), the signal for the \( n^{th} \) echo of the reference scan can be written,

\[ S'_x(x, n) = e^{-jGx(t_x + \phi)} \int p(x, y)e^{jG_y(nT+R_k(x,y))}dy \] (5)

or

\[ S'_x(x, n) = e^{-jGx(t_x + \phi)}M(x, n)e^{jGx(x, 0)} \] (6)

where \( M(x, n) \) and \( A(x, n) \) are the magnitude and phase of the integral of Eq. (5), respectively.

Standard reference scans (1,10) acquire one or more echo trains without phase encoding. After appropriate time reversal and one-dimensional (1D) Fourier transformation, the phase difference (11) of two consecutive profiles in the echo train is

\[ \arg [S_x(x, n)S_x^*(x, n + 1)] = 2\gamma G_x(t_x + \phi) + A(x, n) - A(x, n + 1) \] (7)

and the time delay and constant offset can be estimated as

\[ t_x + \phi = \pm \frac{1}{2\gamma G_x} [\arg [S_x(x, n)S_x^*(x, n + 1)] - A(x, n) + A(x, n + 1)] \] (8)

where * denotes complex conjugation, and \( S_x(x, n) \) and \( S_x(x, n + 1) \) are the \( n^{th} \) and \( n+1^{st} \) profile of the reference raw data, respectively. The additional phase from the inhomogeneities will confound attempts to measure \( t_x \) and \( \phi \) through linear regression, and estimates of \( t_x \) and \( \phi \) will be object dependent. If these values are used to correct the raw data, the bias will prevent proper delay correction.

As an alternative, we propose a “balanced” reference scheme whereby two separate reference acquisitions are acquired. The first acquisition is the same as the standard reference, while the second is identical to the first, except that the polarity of the entire readout gradient train has been reversed, as shown in Fig. 3. In this case, the phase difference leads to an estimator where the effects of inhomogeneities have been removed.

\[ t_x + \phi = \pm \frac{1}{2\gamma G_x} \arg [S_x(x, n)S_x^*(x, n)] \] (9)

where \( S_x(x, n) \) is the \( n^{th} \) profile acquired after the first excitation, and \( S_x(x, n) \) is the \( n^{th} \) profile acquired after the second excitation with the readout gradient polarity reversed.

The bias will be removed so long as the readout gradient is symmetric and the two profiles that are compared have been acquired at the same time after the
RF excitation. This ensures that the phase of off-resonance spins has evolved by the same amount, removing potential time delay bias. Any estimation method that satisfies these conditions will not be confounded by field inhomogeneities, making it possible to make a complete delay estimate after only two RF excitations.

As recently described by our group and others (12, 13, 14), effective time delays in the logical readout direction depend on image plane orientation. This dependence is caused by anisotropic gradient delays, where the effective time delay is a weighted average of delays along the orthogonal axes. In addition, anisotropic delays cause alternating shifts in the phase-encoding direction that bias delay measurements made through reference scans. Explicitly, the \( n \)th profile of a reference scan in oblique coordinates is

\[
S_n(x, y) = e^{iG_B(x,y)} \int \rho(x, y)e^{iG_B(x,y)}e^{i\frac{2\pi}{n}(-k_y x + k_y y)} dy
g (10)
\]

where \( \pm k_y \) is the alternating phase encoding resulting from anisotropic gradient delays. Since this additional encoding alternates between + echoes and - echoes, the bias it creates will be removed by neither the standard nor the balanced reference method described above. Therefore, reference scans in oblique planes should be avoided.

**Imaging**

All experiments were performed on a GE Signa 1.5 T Horizon (version 5.5) scanner, which has shielded gradients with maximum gradient strength of 2.2 G/cm and slew rate of 120 T/msec on all three axes. Manufacturer interleaved EPI sequences were also used to make scanner delay measurements, shown in the following sections.

**RESULTS**

Figure 4 plots the effective time delays in the readout direction calculated for the first 64 echoes, from a single-shot gradient-echo EPI raw data matrix with no phase encoding. In Fig. 4a, the estimates were made using the standard reference estimation method in a water phantom, where all time delays are referenced to the first echo. Despite shimming and the use of a homogeneous water phantom, an increasing drift of these estimates is apparent, resulting from field inhomogeneities. In Fig. 4b, the estimates were made using the standard reference estimation method in a subject’s brain. The trend of the delays is nonlinear, and an average delay is not apparent, demonstrating the object-dependent nature of the standard estimation method.

Figure 4c plots the time delays made in a water phantom estimated from the balanced reference scan technique. In the first acquisition, the readout echo train acquires standard reference data with no phase-encoding blips. The second acquisition is identical, except that the polarity of the readout gradient is reversed, as shown. Comparison of echoes acquired at the same time after RF excitation will remove bias from inhomogeneities.
the + echoes and − echoes. Averaging in this way removes potential bias from imperfect readout gradient prephasers. Figure 4d plots the time delays made in a subject’s brain estimated from the balanced reference method. The data are very similar to that obtained in the water phantom (Fig. 4c) by the balanced reference scan method, and the average delay is also 15.0 µsec, illustrating the object independence of the balanced reference scan method.

Figure 5 shows reconstructed images for single-shot EPI data using the reference data shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5a was reconstructed using the standard reference data shown in Fig. 4b, and there is significant ghosting. Figure 5b was reconstructed using the balanced reference data for a water phantom shown in Fig. 4d, and although minor ghosting remains, it has been reduced substantially. Figure 5c was reconstructed using the balanced reference data for the brain shown in Fig. 4c, and there is no significant difference between it and Fig. 5b.

**DISCUSSION**

In this work, a description of the EPI signal and the effects of field inhomogeneities and system time delays on this signal was presented. It was shown that proper time delay correction will eliminate ghosting artifacts, even in the presence of moderate field inhomogeneities. Distortion in the phase-encoding direction will still be present, however.

From this analysis, a novel balanced reference estimation technique for measurement of these delays was formulated. This estimator was shown to be effective in removing time delay biases caused by off-resonance effects and inhomogeneous fields, as evidenced by the nearly identical results obtained in the brain and water phantom experiments.
effects. Using this reference method, it was shown experimentally that system time delays were independent of the objects scanned and that these delays were stable during a readout echo train.

In the presence of anisotropic gradient delays, reference scans should be avoided to prevent orientation-dependent bias on time delay estimates. The balanced reference scan is useful, however, in systems with anisotropic gradient delays, as part of a calibration procedure. Delay correction for acquisitions in oblique coordinates can then be performed using "compensation blips," as recently described (14).
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